
Iris Murdoch 

An Interview with Simon Price 

Iris Murdoch once experienced a miracle at Delphi, the eerie home of Apollo. One 

evening in the  hotel,  which is right over the ravine, a huge winged beetle kept crashing 

around inside the dining room, to the consternation of some of the guests. The waiters 

flapped their napkins at it, attempting to kill it. 'So I willed it to come to me and  it 

came and  it landed on me just here (on her chest),  and I took it outside and  released 

it.' But did she really will it, or was she, like the  Pythia,  Apollo's  priestess,  possessed  

by the  power of Apollo? Is Apollo benign or malevolent? That this anecdote  could 

seriously prompt such questions in my mind is a sign of  Iris  Murdoch's  captivating 

personal  manner. It also indicates  the power which  the  ancient   world  has  for  a 

leading    modem    novelist.   Wanting  to   avoid   obvious questions  about  her  novels, 

I tried  to  structure our  conversation  around  her  study  and  teaching  of the  classics, 

leading up to one of her best novels. 

 

Language learning 

 
Our  conversation  began with her schooldays. She went to Badminton School in Bristol, 

a good, progressive girls' boarding school which expected its pupils to be sort of 

universal  people.  Two of  the  subjects  which  she  studied were Latin and Greek, which 

helped to instil in her a lasting love of languages. 'I like languages  very much,  I like 

grammar, I  like reading  a grammar, I dabble  in various languages. But 1 think  that  

to know Latin and Greek  is a very great  felicity for one in so many ways and I was 

always very happy as a schoolchild to find this treasure house of another world.' We 

agreed that Latin  in particular helped in learning other  modern  languages,  but  Iris  

Murdoch  also felt  that Latin helped with English prose style. 'We were also taught  

English grammar at school but I know that  a lot of schools now not only don't  teach  

Latin but don't teach English grammar either. But Latin gave me a kind  of pleasure  in 

grammar and in the construction of sentences and so on which I  think  improves the 

instinctive construction of sentences in English. 'I do in fact feel anxious about English  

prose style and 

the ordinary use of prose. I don't  know whether  you saw John Carey’s article in one of 

the Sunday papers reviewing the prose of the three  political party manifestoes. What  he 

quoted  was absolutely abysmal.  It really frightened one to think  that  in these very serious 

political statements they couldn't write English  . . . I think  that  unless people write lucid  

prose  and  there's some standard of what  clarity  in prose is the whole area of thought 

becomes fuzzy.' 

 

Reading Greek 

'I think that knowing  several  languages is very helpful to thinking and  to writing, 

apart from  being  very enjoyable. To be able to read  poetry in several languages is a 

great  joy. Poetry   in  one   language  can   inspire  poetry   in   another language. If one 

thinks how much  Horace, for instance, has inspired English poets one can see exactly 

why.' 

 
'Which other languages do you enjoy reading?' 

 



'Well, Greek, though my Greek  isn't  by any means as good as  my Latin, but I  read  

Homer still,  in  Greek, with  help from  a crib, and  find  immense pleasure in that. 

It's alas  true that it's very  difficult   to  translate poets  from  one language to  

another and  translations of  Homer  are  very different  from   Homer. The   tragedian 

I find   so  many  difficulties in that  I don't read them very much for pleasure; 

 I sometimes look at parts that    know anyway.' She  then  mentioned that she  could  

read  poetry  with  varying    degrees  of   ease   in   French,  German,  Italian, Spanish 

and  Russian and  that the great  lure about learning a language was to be able to read 

the poetry. 

 
'And do you still read Latin? Horace, perhaps?' 

 
'Yes I  read  Horace, but  in a selfish  kind of way; I  read bits  of Vergil from  time to 

time.  I write  poetry  myself in a very modest  fashion and  I find  that  I feel a great  

affinity with Horace,  and   also   with   Catullus,  but   particularly  with Horace. It 
somehow or other spurs one on. And      I have done  translations of a few things, but 

mainly  I read it just for fun and to make me write poetry myself. 

'And   Homer   particularly belongs  to  the  whole  deep area  of my imagination. One  

assimilates a great  poet.  I'm not  meaning that I'm  in  any sense  a scholar, I'm  not;  

but one's imagination can  take   on  aspects of  a  poet's great vision.'              . 

 
'Do you turn to the Iliad and the Odyssey equally?' 

 
'Well, I like the Iliad better than  the Odyssey, but of course there are  parts of the  

Odyssey which  one  has known since  childhood. Before  I started to know any Greek 
I knew about Odysseus' adventures and  they are indelible. But  I feel very much  closer 

to the Iliad.' 

 
'Achilles, I suppose, is the key character.' 

 
'I'm very attached to Achilles and  Patroclus, yes.   think my two favourite characters 

in  literature are  Achilles  and  Mr Knightley in Emma.  Perhaps that  represents two 

sides  of one's character, or something, but    find that I identify with both of them.' 

 
Style 

 
We then  reverted to the question of language learning. 'I very much  used to enjoy doing  

proses. I miss that. I recall  the  enormous pleasure I got  in  writing  particularly Latin 

prose  and  Latin  verse. I was never very good at verses but  the  task  of constructing 

these  things is very pleasing. I'm  afraid that  my style was rather Tacitean when I was 

an undergraduate.' 

 
'I was wondering whether you were Golden or Silver.' 

 
'I think that I  was wrong. I'm  very fond  of  Cicero  and  I think that he's a better 

stylist  than  Tacitus and  one should model  oneself  on  Cicero  and  not  on  Tacitus. (A  

point  of some  in interest in connection with her own rich prose style). But  Tacitus 

is very tempting to young persons, for obvious reasons I suppose, because of the 

opportunity for witticisms and tricks.' 



 
University 

 
'From Bristol you came to Oxford to read classics.' 

 
'Yes,  during the  war  (1938-42),  when  one  worried  about one's exams  and  the fate 

of England. I wish my Greek had been  better. I was always in a state  of great  

anxiety. I  used to go to Eduard Fraenkel's classes,  the great Agamemnon class  

which  went  on  for  years  and  years.  (Fraenkel was Professor of Latin). Ken  Dover 

was sitting next  to me and  you can  imagine how nervous I  felt. I  was terrified that 

I'd be  asked a  question which  would  show  that  I'd  made a grammatical mistake 

in  understanding a passage, instead of  going   into  deep  matters  straightaway as  

Dover  did. However,  I got by and  I learned an enormous amount from that class  

and  not  just  about the  Agamemnon,  but  about Greek, about literature and  poetry 

and  all kinds of things. I saw quite a lot of Fraenkel and  he was a marvellous teacher, 

a wonderful man.' Iris  Murdoch was also  very interested in classical art history. 

She did a lot of archaeology at Oxford  and  wanted to go on with it. Indeed Beazley,  

the Professor of Classical Archaeology, took her on as a personal pupil.  The  visual 

arts do play  an important part  in some of her  novels,  but  it  is perhaps surprising 

that  had  not  the  war  interrupted her studies, she  would  have  gone  on  to  do  more  

classical art history and  then, perhaps, moved  towards Renaissance painting. But 

the war took her, only ten days after finishing her exams, into the Treasury and  then  

into  United Nations relief  work in Belgium  and  Austria. She  was also trying  to write 

novels in her spare time. 

 
Plato 

 
But  philosophy which  she had  done  as part  of her classics course  also fascinated her 

and  provided  her with  an  initial career. 

'Then just after  the  war there was such  a craze  about Existentialism and  so  on.  

When  I was  in  Belgium  I  met Sartre and I read L'etre et le neant (Sartre's major 

philosophical treatise)  and I got   caught  up  in  all  that ferment.' 

So  with her  first  class  degree  she· got  a  post  in Cambridge for  a year  and  then  in  

Oxford, where  she  taught philosophy,  including  Greek  philosophy,  from   1948   

to 1963. She also wanted  to be a writer,  but never thought that she would be just a 

writer. 

She has  published two interesting philosophical works which  are  in  open  debate 

with  Plato, The Sovereignty of Good (1970) and  The Fire and the Sun  (1977), the second 

arguing against Plato's denigration of art as against philosophy. 

'I  wasn't  a   Platonist  at   all   when   I  was   an   undergraduate. I didn't really 

discover Plato until much later. 

I think Plato  was just not very well taught. He was regarded as a fantasist, or some sort 

of poetical fellow.''A· spinner of  myths ·. I interjected,  in  the  hope  of drawing her out. 

'Somebody who was teaching philosophy in Oxford actually said to me, "Of course, 

there's nothing much about moral philosophy in Plato, is there?", which is, considering 

that Plato invented moral  philosophy and  we're still living in  the  shadow of  his  

thought, a pretty fantastic way  of looking at  the  matter. Of  course  the  fact  that   

Plato  is  a great   poet  and  a great  writer  puts  some  people  off;  they think that it's  

all  so  poetic  that  it  can't really  be  saying anything serious. 



'But  I gave the Gifford  Lectures in Edinburgh in 1982 and  I'm trying  to write a 

book based  on them  which will be a very Platonist book.' 

 
'What was the theme of the lectures?' 

 
'Well, they're supposed to be about Natural Theology. But that can  be anything. It's  

partly  about Kant, partly  about Plato, partly  about  Schopenhauer and  

Wittgenstein. But I was really trying to say what I think, which is a very difficult thing 

to do.' 

 
The Black Prince 

 
Finally  I brought up the question of the classical element in her  novels.  I  chose  to  

avoid  her  Platonist  preoccupation with  the  search for  Truth and  Goodness, 

suspecting that she was tired  of pointing out that she does not write philosophical 

novels. 

 

'Might we talk about The  Black  Prince?  After all one of  the  characters is  called Loxias,  

which is  a name  of Apollo.' 

'Yes, very few people who read The Black Prince make anything of this  at all. Even 

critics  writing comprehensive accounts of  these  things think that   the   Black   Prince  

is Hamlet. Of course I had that  picture of the statue of Apollo on the cover, and  I 

thought, well really I'm  laying it on with a trowel  if I've  actually got  him on  the  cover.  

But  nobody bothered. They didn't think  that the cover meant anything, they  didn't  

recognize the   picture  . . . Mostly  they   just thought Loxias was a funny name. 

 

'This is really in a sense  private mythology, but  then  I find  it hard to imagine what 

people  actually believed  about the     Olympians, .   even    when     Greek   mythology     

was flourishing. Whereas mystery religions, of which  Plato was no  doubt an  

initiate, are  easier   to  understand in  a way because  they're more  like what  we 

think of as religion; but what believing in the Olympian gods was like in the ancient 

world I can't imagine.' 

 
I said  'I  certainly think  that  there's something very Greek in the book, in the real, 

sometimes demonic powers which move people around like counters on the board. It's very  
important that you don't simply write about internal psychological forces.' 

 

'Yes,  the feeling of being in the hand of power which is not  necessarily always  

friendly, and   which  also  attaches itself to certain localities, and  takes on the  

powers of more primitive  gods.   This   is   all    something  which    one's 

imagination can enter into. 'But talking of a private mythology, in a way a religious 

believer  always has a private mythology, so that  my private mythology   about  the   

Greek  gods   is   something  which needn't be  thought of  as  too  alien  from  

Greek ways  of thinking about them. 

 

'The   distinction  between   Apollo  and   Dionysus has always interested me; well, it 

interests everyone  who comes across  it, especially  from  Nietzsche onwards. Many 

people, in  a casual way,  prefer  Dionysus because he's  jollier  and more 

comprehensible and  he's taken to represent the emotional part  of the soul which 

people tend to prefer to the rational part. Whereas Apollo is regarded as a kind  of 



god of  light  and   reason. The  fact   that   he's   a  most  terrible murderer and  rapist 

and  so on, like Mr Loxias in the story, is  passed  over.  He's  become  a symbol  of  a 

kind  of  cold rationality. I would want  to  reverse  this  for  my own mythology.  I 
regard  Dionysus in  a  sense  as  a  part   of Apollo's mind, and I would  want  to 

exalt  Apollo  as a god who is a terrible god, but also a great  artist and thinker and  a 

great  source of life. An ambiguous figure, certainly.'  

 

'As  Cassandra 's  speech  in  the   Agamemnon   shows, when  she  rails  against  Loxias  

for  having  betrayed  her.That’s presumably   one  of  the  evocations  of  the  name 

Loxias.' 

'Yes,   that's  probably  one  of  the  roots  of  it.  (She paused). Yes, indeed,  Cassandra's 

speech  was one of the things  I had  to do for Fraenkel's class; at  least  part  of it was. 

You can imagine the number of difficulties there were in that. 

'But this thing to do with the nature of art -that art is terribly  deep and  dark- it's 

not to do with getting  drunk or with  unbridled  emotion;  it's to do with emotion  which 

cuts much deeper than that.  So that Dionysus doesn't  cease to be; he's part of the scene, 

and to make an opposition between Apollo and Dionysus seems to me to be a mistake.' 

We then talked about Bradley, the central  character of  The Black Prince. 'The  poor old 

hero is full of illusions.  He's  not to be thought of as a great writer manqué. He's just a 

man who's obsessed with the idea of art,  but can't  actually  do it. And Arnold,  whom 

he constantly  denigrates, is  probably  a far better   writer   than   poor   old   Bradley.   

But   Bradley   is somehow destroyed by art; he's also destroyed by the black Eros, whom 

I identify in a way with Apollo. But the voice of Apollo is very much there  -a cold, 

ambiguous voice.• 

She then rose to go to another appointment. I managed to  remind  her of the cover of 

the Penguin  edition of The Black  Prince , which features  a figure  who  combines  the 

attributes of  Eros  with  the  body  of  Apollo.  She  rather  approved  of the design. Then,  

after confiding  to me about the  miracle  at  Delphi,   she  was  gone  into  the  dazzling 

sunlight. 


